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1. Introduction and notation

In this paper we generalize a result of Ribet [R2] concerning congruences
between modular forms. The problem is to raise the level of newform by prime 1 in
the following sense: If f is a newform of level N prime to 1, when is there
a congruent newform g of the same character and weight, but of level dl with
d dividing N?

THEOREM 1 (Ribet). If f = 03A3anqn is a newform in S2(ro(N); K), then such
a g = 03A3bnqn exists if and only if ai (j + 1)2 mod p.
(Here K is a sufficiently large number field, p is a prime of (9K not dividing ~(N)Nl,
and f congruent to g means an -= bn mod p for n prime to Nl.)

If two newforms are congruent, then the associated representations Gal(Q/Q) ~
GL2(OK/p) have isomorphic semi-simplifications. The constraint on a, follows
immediately from the properties of the representations. To prove the existence of
congruences is more difficult, and Ribet’s proof relies on the injectivity of a certain
homomorphism of Jacobians of modular curves. This is a result of Ihara

[1, Lemma 3.2].
The aim of this paper is to prove an analogue of Theorem 1 for ordinary A-adic

forms. These are formally q-expansions with coefficients in A = Zp[[T]] which
p-adically interpolate classical modular forms. They have been studied by Hida
[H4], [H5] and [H6], and by Wiles, whose conjecture [W, §1.6] motivates
our main result, Theorem 6. Corollary 6.9 provides a generalization of Theorem
1 to p-ordinary forms of any character and weight k &#x3E; 2.
Our general approach to the problem is the same as Ribet’s, but we appeal

extensively to Hida’s theory of families of congruent modular forms to make
lhara’s lemma effective in the context of A-adic forms.

We begin by using the duality between modular forms and Hecke operators in
a standard way (e.g. [R1]) to reduce the problem of finding congruences to the
study of a certain Hecke module constructed using the cohomology of modular
curves. Next, in Chapter 3, we review Ribet’s method of computing this module
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and its annihilator [R2]. A further analysis is aimed at proving the existence of
a certain set of newforms congruent to f (Theorem 4c). We sharpen these results
for p-ordinary forms (Theorem 5) by proving that Hida’s idempotent annihilates
the p-part of the Shimura subgroup, which is a source of exceptional primes in
Theorem 1. We then use Hida’s theory to study an analogue of the cohomology
congruence module for ordinary A-adic forms and prove Theorem 6. In the last
chapter, we prove slightly weaker versions of these results for p = 2.
Throughout the paper we fix a rational prime p and a finite extension K of Qp.

We let UK denote the integral closure of 7L p in K and p the maximal ideal of OK.
We also fix embeddings of K into the algebraic closure Qp ofQp and of 0 into Qp
and C.

For a positive integer m, let

and

For a group r with 03931(m) ~ 0393 ~ ro(m), we let Sk(r; C) denote the cusp forms of
weight k for r. We will identify a cusp form with its Fourier expansion at infinity,
i.e., its q-expansion. For a subring A of C, we let Sk(I-’; A ) = Sk(r; C) n A[[q]]. It
is a well-known result of Shimura that Sk(r ; C) = Sk(r; Z) (D C. Thus for any field
F containing Q, we can define Sk(r; F) as Sk(r; Z) 0 F, and for A z F, we let
Sk(r; A) = Sk(r; F) n A[[q]].
We can define an action of the Hecke operator Tn,m for n  1 on Sk(r; K) which

preserves Sk(r; OK) [H3, (4.1)]. This is often denoted T(n). For q prime to m, we
write Sq,m for the Hecke operator often denoted T(q, q). There is also an action of
the Hecke operators on various cohomology groups associated to r. We usually
write Tn or Sq for any endomorphism defined by Tn,m or Sq,m. We make frequent
use of standard properties of Hecke operators which can be found in [S], [H3] or
[L].
To any eigenform in Sk(r ; C) of the Hecke operators Tn,m for all n  1, there is

associated a unique newform of level d for some d dividing m. This is a normalized
eigenform of the Hecke operators Tn,d and is often called a primitive form. By
a congruence between newforms, we shall always mean a congruence of nth
Fourier coefficients for n prime to the levels. Otherwise a congruence between
cusp forms refers to all their coefficients.
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In this chapter we discuss in some generality a "congruence module" associated
to two spaces of cusp forms. We fix a level m and a weight k.
For any K-subspace S ~ Sk(rl(m), K) which is stable under the Hecke

operators 1;, for all n  1, let MS denote the lattice of forms in S with integral
Fourier expansions. Thus,

Suppose that X, Y and Z are such spaces and that Z = X E9 Y Then M z contains
MX ~ My and we define the congruence module

CX,Y is a Hecke module with only a finite number of elements. It measures

congruences between forms in X and Y as follows: for f ~ MX, g E My and d ~ OK,
we have

We now use the duality between modular forms and Hecke operators to relate
the congruence module to a quotient of the Hecke algebra. For a space S as
above, denote by lr s(K) the K-algebra of endomorphisms of S generated by the
T". Similarly let lfs be the (9K-algebra of endomorphisms of Ms generated by the
T.. We regard TS as a subring of T,(K) ’--- TS ~OKK.
The bilinear pairings

defined by (T,f)~c1(f|T), where cn:S-+K sends a form to its nth Fourier
coefficients, induce homomorphisms

PROPOSITION 2.1. 0. is an isomorphism of lfs(K)-modules, and ljJMs is an

isomorphism of lf s-modules.

This duality result is well-known for S = Sk(03931(m), (9K). The proof (e.g.
[L, Th. 4.4]) work for any subspace S stable under the Hecke action.
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Now suppose again that we have a decompositon Z = X (B Y into spaces
stable under the Hecke operators. Then restricting Hecke operators to X and
Y yields the surjections ex : lr z(K) -+ TX(K) and ey: lr z(K) -+ TY(K). Their sum is
the inclusion TZ(K) ~ lfx(K) Q9 TY(K). By the previous proposition, Tz(K) and
TX(K) ~ TY(K) have equal dimension, so we may identify them and regard lfx(K)
and TY(K) as subrings of 1" z(K), and eX and ey as idempotents in Tz(K).
Restricting eX and ey to TZ also yields surjections TZ ~ lfx and TZ ~ 1" y, but now
the inclusion Tz - Tx ED TY has finite cokernel.

Restricting the pairing Tz(K) x Z ~ K to (lr x E9 Ty) x MZ induces the pairing

since TS x MS ~ OK for S = X, Y and Z. This pairing induces a TZ-linear
homomorphism

PROPOSITION 2.2. ~X,Y is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have the diagram

Here a is the transpose of the natural inclusion. Since this has finite cokernel, a is
injective. f3 is defined as follows: Any s E HomOK(TZ, OK) extends uniquely to some
S’E HomK(TZ(K), (K); for T E Tx ~TY, define 03B2(s)(Tmod TZ) = s’(T) mod OK.
Since Tx ~ Ty is a free OK-module, 03B2 is surjective. Also, ker fi = image a. It is easy
to see that the diagram commutes. Since the rows are exact, and (by Proposition
2.1) ~MX ~ omy and ~MZ are isomorphisms, so is ~X,Y. D

COROLLARY 2.3. CX,Y is isomorphic to Tx,y as an OK-module (non-canonically).
Proof. This follows immediately from their structure as finitely generated

torsion OK-modules. D

Now denote by IX and 1 Y the annihilators of X and Yin Tz, i.e., the kernels of
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eX and ey. Note that eX induces isomorphisms

So we can prove the existence of congruences by exhibiting a T z-module, say Q,
such that the action of T z factors through TX and Ty :

Then AnnTZ(03A9) ~ IX + IY, or equivalently, AnnTX(03A9) ~ eX(IY).
For an integer j, and a space S of cusp forms stable under the Hecke operators,

we define T(j)S(K) to be the K-algebra of endomorphisms of S generated by the Tn
for n prime to j. Then let S(j)b be the kernel of the surjection S ~ HomK(T(j)S(K), K)
induced by os. Define S(j) as S/S(j)b. Then, as T(j)S(K)-modules, we have the
isomorphism S(j) ~ HomK(T(j)S(K), K). Similarly, we define 1rV) and obtain
s S(j) isomorphic to HomOK(T(j)S, (9K). For f E S, we write f(j) for the image
of f in SU). Then f(j) ~ M(j)S if and only if c1(f|T) ~ OK for all T ~ T(j)S. In
particular note that cn(f) ~ OK for all n prime to j.

Suppose that Z = X ? Y is a decomposition which is stable under the Hecke
operators and has the property

Then we obtain a decompositon
We define a more general congruence module

This measures congruences of nth coefficients for n prime to j. If we also define

T(j)X,Y to be the cokernel of the injection T(j)Z ~ T(j)X Q9 -F(j), we get an isomorphism
as in Proposition 2.2.

Note that
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the annihilators of X and Y in T¥). Thus to prove the existence of congruences
"outside j", we construct a module for T(j)Z so that the action factors through
T(j)X and T(j)Y.

3. The cohomology congruence module

Now we turn to the specific case of a decomposition into the spaces of forms
which are new and old at a prime 1. In this chapter we review Ribet’s method of
computing the cohomology congruence module and its annihilator [R2]. We
do this for forms of any character.

We fix a level Nl, with lXN, and consider cusp forms of weight 2. Then for any
field F ~ Q, we let

There are the two injections

defined by

Let X(C) be the sum of the images of these two maps, and let Y(C) be the
space orthogonal to X(C) under the Petersson inner product.
X(C) and Y(C) have bases consisting of forms with rational Fourier coefh-

cients, so we can decompose

where

and then

where
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We write X, Y and Z for X(K), Y(K) and Z(K), where K is the field we fixed in

Chapter 1.
X(C) and Y(C) are stable under the Hecke operators T", for n  1. So in fact

X(F) and Y(F) are stable, and we can define Tx(F), Ty(F) and Tz(F) as the
F-algebras of endomorphisms of X(F), Y(F) and Z(F) generated by the Tn. Then
we have natural isomorphisms

and

Now we use the cohomology of modular curves to construct modules for TX
and Ty. Define the curves

Then there are two coverings B 1, Bl: X ~ X’ defined by z H z and z H lz on b.
For any field F ~ Q, define

and

Then the coverings above induce

Write A(F) for the image of aF. The cup products define non-degenerate
skew-symmetric bilinear pairings

These induce isomorphisms

Let B(F) be the space orthogonal to A(F) under C. Thus B(F) = ker aF where
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Write simply A, B, V and Y’ for A(K), B(K), V(K) and V’(K).
There is an action of the Hecke operators Tn on VIR), which commutes with the

natural isomorphism 0: Z(C) ~ V(R), and which is stable on V(Q) ~ V(R). It
follows immediately that Tz(F) acts faithfully on V(F).

PROPOSITION 3.1. A = exV and B = eYY.
Proof. First we note the commutativity of

for i = 1 and 1. So ~(X(C)) = A(R).
Then the equation

(where (,) denotes the Peterson inner product) shows that ~(Y(C)) = B(R).
Now note that since Z(Q) = X(Q) ~ Y(Q), we have ex, ey E Tz(Q) (identifying

Tz(Q) with its image in Tz(F)). Since 0 commutes with eX and ey, we have

It then follows that A z eXV and B ~ eYV. Counting dimensions yields the
desired equalities. D

We have lattices L in V, and L’ in V’, defined by the images of the cohomology
groups with coefficients in (9,K,

The Hecke operators act on these as well, so L is a Tz-module. Now we can
define the cohomology congruence module

This is the intersection of the image of A with that of B in V/L. It is a Tz -module,
and by Proposition 3.1, the action factors through Tx and Ty as in (2.1).
The cup product (3.2) induces an isomorphism 03B8K: Y ~ Vwhich restricts to

give O(9K: L ~ , thus defining an isomorphism 0: (V /L) ~ (/). Similarly,
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we define 03B8’: (V’/L’) ~ (’/’). Since 03B1K(L’2) c L, aK induces a homomorphism
a : (V’/L)2 -+ (V/L). Similarly aK induces

These OK-linear maps are displayed in the diagram

The key to computing the cohomology congruence module is [R2, Th. 4.1] or
[I, Lemma 3.2].

LEMMA 3.2. a is injective.
Proof. We have by Corollary 4.2 of [R2] the surjectivity of

This implies the injectivity of

and of

We note a consequence of the lemma. Since a is injective we have 03B1OK(L’2) =
A n L. It follows that ker a’ = (B + L)/L. This, together with image a =

(A + L)/L, gives the equation

Q = image a n ker a’. (3.6)

Also note that we can define an action of T z on (V’IL’ )2 so that a is

a homomorphism of TZ-modules. We can describe the action explicitly in terms
of the Hecke operators on S2(r,(N), K). Writing in for Tn,N and Un for Sn,N, we
have for f E V’(0) 9 V’((R) ~ S2(03931(N), C),
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while

In terms of 2 x 2-matrices acting on the left of ( V’/L’)2, let T,, act as ( ô 003C4n if l  n,
and Tl as (03C4l-03C3l l0). The equation T"lr = TnTj and (9 K -linearity complete the
definition of the action of TZ. Now by Lemma 3.2 and (3.6) we have an
isomorphism of Tz-modules

It is well-known that Ti - Sl annihilates Y (e.g. [H3, Lemma 3.2]). (We
consider Sl in TZ by letting Si Sq for q = 1 mod N.) Consequently à z ker il, where
A = ker(03B1’ o a), and ’1 is the endomorphism defined by T2l - Sl on (V’/L’)2. This is
in fact an equality.

PROPOSITION 3.3. A = ker ~.
Proof. We wish to compute a’ 0 a, i.e. to chase around the rectangle (3.5). By

OK-linearity, it will sufhce to compute ae and aé.
Writing y for (1 1), we have

Now take coset decompositions

Then we have for f ~ V’(Q) and h E V(Q),

and

Relating the cup product to the Peterson inner product (3.4), we have computed
ta. By the above equations,
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Thus

Since 03931(N)~03930(l) = 03931(N)~03B3-103931(N)03B3, we have for f, g E V’(0),

where 03C4*l is adjoint to r,, i.e., 03C4*l = 03C3-1l03C4l. This gives

so

Since = (-03C3l0 03C4l-03C3l) is an automorphism, we have A = ker(a’ 0 a) = ker ~. D

Before using this proposition to compute the annihilator of Q, we begin to
restrict our attention to forms with specified characters. For a group r with

Suppose 03C8 is a K-valued character on H. For any (9,[H]-module M, define

Let e. denote the idempotent (1/[H: 1])03A3h~H03C8(h-1)h E K[H]. Then e03C8M = M(03C8)
for any K[H]-module M.
Z is naturally a K[H]-module. In fact, we have the homomorphism

defined by (ac ba) ~ Sd for (ac bd) ~ 03930(l). Since e03C8 commutes with the Hecke
operators, we have the decomposition
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into spaces stable under the Hecke operators. V is also a K[H]-module via p. So
L(t/I) and V(03C8) are TZ(03C8)-modules, A(03C8) is a TX(03C8)-module, and B(4) is a lr y(1jI)-module.
Now define

This is a TZ(03C8)-module for which the action factors through TX(03C8) and TY(03C8).
The inclusion r n 03930(l) ~ r induces an isomorphism H ~ r/r 1 (N). This acts

naturally on S2(r,(N); K), and the action factors through the Hecke operators of
level N, via (ac bd) ~ 6d for (ac S) e r. So L’ and V’ are H-modules as well. We see
easily that aK is a homomorphism of H-modules. We need only note that the
adjoint of h is h-1 under the cup products to conclude that ag is also

a homomorphism of H-modules. Thus the restrictions of a and a’ define

homomorphisms

and

The image of oc,, is (A(03C8) + L(t/I»/L(t/I), but the kernel of 03B1’03C8 is not necessarily
(B(03C8) + L(03C8))/L(03C8). However if we assume that

then we have e03C8 E (9K[H], and consequently

Therefore, under this assumption

where fit/! is the restriction of tl to (V’(03C8)/K’(03C8))2. Write 039403C8 for ker fit/!.
Note that (V’(03C8)/L’(03C8))2 ~ A(03C8)/(A(03C8) n L("» is a faithful TX(03C8)-module. We can
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identify TX(03C8) with a subring of EndOK(V’(03C8)/L’(03C8))2. Let T’X(03C8) denote the integral
closure of TX(03C8) in TX(03C8)(K).

PROPOSITION 3.4. If p[H: 1], then ~03C8TX(03C8) c eX(03C8)(IY(03C8)) c ~03C8T’X(03C8).
Proof. The first inclusion is immediate; we prove the second one. Suppose that

T ~ eX(03C8)(IY(03C8)). Then T ~ Ann TX(03C8)039403C8. So there is e e EndOK(V’(03C8)/L’(03C8))2 with T =
e17",. Since 039403C8 is finite, 17", is not a zero-divisor in TX(03C8). Consequently, there exists
co e TX(03C8) such that d = ~03C803C9 e OK, and d ~ 0. Therefore de = e17",ro = Tro, so
03B5 ~ TX(03C8)(K). Since EndOK(V’(03C8)/L’(03C8))2 is a finitely generated OK-module, we
conclude that e e T’X(03C8). D

4. Congruences to a newform

Suppose f = Ea"q" E S2(ro(N), x; K) is a newform of level N. We will associate
certain OK-cyclic congruence modules to f and relate their annihilators to factors
of (al - x(l)(l + 1)2). We assume, in this chapter, that p ~ 2, and that r is the
largest subgroup of 03930(N) satisfying (3.7). In Chapter 7, we discuss the weaker
results obtained by these methods when p = 2 or r = ro(N).

If K contains the roots a and 03B2 of x2 - alx + x(1)I, then f03B1 = f - 03B2f(lz) is an
eigenform in S2(r n 03930(l), 03C8; K), where 03C8 is the restriction of x. We have the
following generalization of Ribet’s result in terms of congruence modules. (We
write subscript f03B1 for the one-dimensional Kf03B1.)

THEOREM 4A. Cf03B1,Y(03C8) ~ (a2 - ~(l))-1OK/OK.
Proof. Identifying Tf03B1 with OK we have e/«(17",) = a2 - x(1), and ef03B1(T’X(03C8)) =

OK. Therefore, by Proposition 3.4,

So Tf03B1,Y(03C8) ~ OK/(03B12 - X(l»(9K’ We now apply Proposition 2.2 to compute the
congruence module. D

Note that (a2 - X(I»(f32 - ~(l))OK = (af - x(l)(l + ’)’)(9K At this point we can
easily prove the existence of a newform g E Y(03C8) such that g * f mod p when
p|(a2l - ~(l)(l + 1)2). We will prove a stronger result (Theorem 4c) which is

slightly more difficult when 03B12 --- 03B22 mod p. Note that this can happen only if
1 ~ ± 1 mod p.

If K contains a root 03B6 of x2 - ~(l), we can define a Hecke operator R, such that
R2l = SI on Z(03C8) and f|Rl = 03B6f. We let R1 = 03B6-mS(m+1)/2l where ~(N) = 2rm with
m odd. Similarly we define p, so p2 = 03C3l on S2(r, 03C8; K). Since T2l = Sl on Y(03C8), we
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have the decomposition Y(03C8) = Y+ (D Y-, where Y± is the subspace of Y(03C8) on
which T, = + Rl . Let 1 ± = T + Rl ~ TX(03C8). Then il ± E eX(03C8)(IY±).

PROPOSITION 4.1. ~±TX(03C8) ~ eX(03C8)(IY±) ~ ~±T’X(03C8).
Proof. Suppose T ~ eX(03C8)(IY±). Then by Proposition 3.4,

Since 11 is not a zero-divisor in TX(03C8)(K), neither is 11 =+=. So we conclude that
T ~ ~±T’X(03C8). D

For a newform f as above, let XI = K{f,f(lz)}.
PROPOSITION 4.2. There is an injection CXf,Y± ~ (al ± 03B6(l + 1))-1OK/OK.

Proof. We have the isomorphism TXf ~ OK[Tl] where Tl satisfies T2l - alTl +
x(l)l = 0. Since eXf(~±)~eXf(IY±), TXf,Y± is a quotient of

Now duality (Proposition 2.2) completes the proof. D

Since Tx, is not necessarily integrally closed, we cannot use Proposition 4.1 to
prove that this is an isomorphism. We must instead appeal to the weaker
congruence module C(l)Xf,Y± which measures congruences of nth coefficients of
q-expansions for n prime to 1.

We observe that Z(’) = X(l)b. First note that Z(’) has a basis in Z(Q). Now
suppose that f E Z(l)b n Z(O). Then f = g|[03B3] for some g invariant under the
action of 03B3-1(03931(N) n 03930(l))03B3 and (10 f). Since these generate 03931(N), we have
f ~ X. So the decompositions we consider satisfy (2.2).

LEMMA 4.3. There is an injection (a, + 03B6(l + 1))-1OK/OK ~ C(l)Xf,Y±
Proof. We decompose 039403C8 = 0394+ E9 0394- where 0± = ~~039403C8 and analyze the

components. Note that A± is a module of TX(03C8) and of Ty±.
Let ô denote the automorphism (1 pl p-1l-1) on (V’(t/!)/L’(t/!»2. Then

So
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where

Since

we find that

Similarly 03B4-1 ker 03B5+ ~ 0394+, and we conclude that 0394± = 03B4-1 ker 03B5±. 03B4 is an

isomorphism of T(l)X(03C8)-modules which gives 0394± ~ ker eI. We can regard eI as the
endomorphism of V’(03C8)/L’(03C8) defined by LI ~ 03C1l(l + 1).
Now let T(03C8)N be the (9K-algebra of endomorphisms of S2(r, 03C8; K) generated by

the Hecke operators in, for all n  1. Then V’(03C8)/L’(03C8) is a faithful T(03C8)N-module.
Similarly define T(03C8)N(K). By an earlier remark, X(l) ~ S2(0393, 03C8; K) as a T(l)X(03C8) -
module, where Tn acts as Ln for n prime to 1. So T(03C8)N(K) ~ T(l)X(03C8)(K), and we regard
03B5± as an element of T(l)T(03C8)’, the integral closure of T(l)X(03C8) in T(l)X(03C8)(K).

Suppose T ~ AnnT(l)X(03C8)0394±. Then T = 03C903B5± for some 03C9~EndOK(V’(03C8)/L’(03C8)). Since E±
has finite kernel on V’(03C8)/L’(03C8), it has an inverse in T(l)X(03C8)(K). It follows that
03C9 ~ T(l)X(03C8)’. So 

Restricting to X(l)f, we get T(l)Xf(K) ~ K, with eXf(03B5±) ~ al ~ (l + 1) and
eXf(T(l)X(03C8)’) ~ OK. So the inclusion above gives a surjection

and by duality (2.3) an injection

THEOREM 4B. Cx .,, y, - = (a, ~ 03B6(l + 1))-1OK/OK.
Proof By the lemma, there is g± e y± such that

c1((f - g±)|T) ~ 0 mod(a, ~ 03B6(l + 1))(OK for all Te T(l)Z(03C8).
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So for n prime to 1 and r  0, we have

From its definition, we find that Rl E T(l)Z(03C8) and conclude that

COROLLARY 4.4. If p(l + 1), then CXf,Y(03C8) ~ (al - x(l)(l + 1)2)-1OK/OK.
Proof If p(l + 1), then a, + ’(1 + 1) or a, - ’(1 + 1) is a unit in OK. D

We can use properties of Fitting ideals to prove the existence of an anticipated
degree of congruences between newforms, as in [W, Lemma 1.4.3]. We will write
FittRM for the Fitting ideal of an R-module M. Assume now that K contains the
coefficients of all newforms of level dividing NI. Let N denote the set of newforms
in Y(03C8); let N± = N ~ Y±.
We recall that by a congruence between newforms, we mean a congruence of

nth coefficients, for n prime to their conductors.

THEOREM 4C. If (ar - x(l)(l + 1)2)OK = pd, then there exist di e 7L and distinct
gi ~ N such that gi == f mod pdi and 03A3di  d.
Proof Wehave X(Nl)f = X(l)f ~ K{f}, and Y±(Nl) = y±(N) ~ ~g~N±K{g}. The

homomorphism of OK-algebras T(Nl)Y±,Xf ~ TY±,Xf is surjective since the image is
a cyclic (9K-module. So T(Nl)Y±,Xf ~ (9K/pd- with d+ + d-  d, by Lemma 4.3. Let
M ± = ~9~NOK{g}. This is a faithful T(Nl)Y±-module, so FittT(Nl)Y±(M±) = 0. There-
fore FittT(Nl)Y±,xf (M±/I(Nl)Xf M±) = 0 and FittOK(M±/I(Nl)XfM±) ~ pd:t. This shows
that 

Since I(Nl)Xf contains 1;, - an for n prime to Nl, we find that

cn(gi) ~ an mod pdi for n prime to Nl,

where di = lengthOK(OKgi/IXfgi).
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Note that unless p divides ~(N), we take r = ro(N). For a fixed level N, there
are finitely many exceptions to this, and they are independent of 1. For the

exceptional primes p, we still obtain congruences, but these congruences are to
forms whose character need only coincide with x on r.

EXAMPLE 4.5. Let f be the unique newform of level 11 and trivial character.
For 1 = 2, we find al = - 2 and af - X(l)(1 + 1)2 = - 5. So we conclude that there
is a newform 9 of level 22 with conductor divisible by 2, such that g ~ f mod p,
where p is a prime dividing 5. But there are no newforms of level 2 or 22 with
trivial character. So such a g has character p, where p is a non-trivial even
character mod 11. A genus computation shows that for each such p, there is one

newform g03C1 of conductor 22, and g03C1 has coefficients in K = Q(03B65) where ’5 is
a primitive fifth root of unity. It follows from the theorem that gp - f mod p
where p is the prime of K dividing 5. We also have 4TrK/Qg03C1 =- f + 2f(lz) mod 5.

5. Congruences to a p-stabilized newform

From now on we assume that the level N is divisible by p. Write N = N0pr with
No prime to p and r  1. Furthermore, suppose that r  2 if p = 3 to ensure that
there are no elliptic elements of order p. (For p = 3, if No is divisible by a prime
congruent to 2 mod 3, we only need r  1.) We continue to assume that p ~ 2, as
the case p = 2 is treated in Chapter 7.
We say f is ordinary at p if ef = f, where e is Hida’s operator [H3,(4.3)]. This is

an idempotent Hecke operator of level N, which can be defined as the p-adic
limit limt~~ 03C4t!p. We also write e for the idempotent in Tz attached to 1;,. Any
OK-module M of the Hecke operators decomposes into its ordinary and non-
ordinary parts, i.e., M = eM ~ (1 - e)M.

If f = 03A3anqn is a normalized eigenform of Tp, then f is ordinary if and only if
ap~O*K. To any newform h = 03A3cnqn of level m prime to p with cp ~ O*K, we
associate normalized ordinary eigenform of level mp called a p-stabilized
newform [H3, Lemma 3.3]. If h is a newform of level mps with s  1, then we
say h is p-stabilized if it is ordinary. In this case the power of p dividing the
conductor of the character of h is equal to s, unless s = 1 and the conductor is
prime to p [H3, Lemma 3.2].
We will prove that the results in Chapter 4 hold for

if f is a p-stabilized newform level N. In particular, if r = 1, then r = ro(N). Note
that r does not necessarily satisfy (3.7).
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For a group G with 03931(N) ~ G ~ r and a group A on which G acts trivially,
we have an action of

on H1(G, A) defined by u03C3(03C4) = u(03C303C403C3-1) for 0" E H, r E G and u E H1(G, A).
Let 03C8 be any K-valued character of H. We write K(03C8) for the r-module K with

the action defined by 03C8. We similarly define the submodule OK(03C8). The restriction
homomorphisms of the parabolic cohomology groups

is an isomorphism. The restriction

is not necessarily an isomorphism, but does have finite cokernel.
We can relate these parabolic cohomology groups to certain cohomology

groups of sheaves. (See [Hl, §1] and [S, Ch. 8].) We define the curves

Let DK(03C8) denote the sheaf (§ x OK(03C8))/0393 over 3 and let ZK be the constant sheaf
defined by OK over ~. Write H;(3, DK(03C8)) for the image of H1c(3, DK(03C8)) in
H1(3, DK(03C8)). Similarly define H1p(~, DK). We identify the following groups
under the natural isomorphisms

and

We have a pairing

induced by the cup products
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and

We can similarly define

By standard properties of cup products, this coincides with (3.2) C’: Y’ x V’ ~ K
and is related to Ce by the equation

for u E Hp(r, OK(03C8)) and v E Hp(r, OK(03C8-1)). Thus if we write L’03C8 for the image of
(5.1), we have

Since e03C8 and el,-, 1 are adjoint under the cup products, C’ restricts to define
a non-degenerate pairing V’(03C8) x V’(03C8-1) ~ K under which L’(03C8-1) is dual to e03C8L’.
We relate the ordinary parts of these lattices in Lemma 5.1, which is the key to
improving our results for ordinary forms.
Denote by SN the Shimura subgroup of level N, i.e., the kernel of the natural

homomorphism J0(N) ~ J1(N) where Ji(N) is the Jacobian of 0393i(N)BD*. Recall
that for trivial x the primes dividing the order of SN furnish exceptions to
Theorem 1 (see [R2, §4] and Example 4.5). Note that SNop Q9 7Lp is naturally
a quotient of L’(03C8)/~(N0)e03C8L’ with r = 1, 03C8 trivial and K = Op. Thus the lemma
says in particular that Hida’s operator and its adjoint annihilate SNo p ~ 7Lp and
generalizes this notion to non-trivial 03C8 and r  1.

LEMMA 5.1. e~(N0)e03C8L’ = eL’(03C8).
Proof. Since ~(N0)e03C8 E (9K[H], we have ~(N0)e03C8L’ ~ L’(03C8) and the inclusion

e~(N0)e03C8L’ ~ aL’(03C8) is immediate. To prove the opposite inclusion we must
demonstrate the surjectivity of several restriction homomorphisms.

(i) Let 039303C8 = ker 03C8 ~ r. We first show that the restriction map

is surjective. We have the inflation-restriction exact sequence
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where G = 0393/039303C8 is cyclic. We find

Thus we have the surjectivity of the restriction H1(0393, OK(03C8)) ~ H1(039303C8, OK)(03C8).
Now suppose v ~ H1P(039303C8, OK)(03C8). Take u ~ H1(0393, OK(03C8) with v = res(u). We wish

to prove that u e H1P(0393, OK(03C8)). So suppose n is a parabolic element of 0393. If 03C0 ~ 039303C8
thenu(n) = v(03C0) = 0~(03C0 - 1)OK. If 03C0 ~ 039303C8, then we will show that (03C0 - 1)OK = OK.
7r fixes some cusp s = a/c with a, c ~ Z. Then

For any prime q dividing N, we have q|c2h, so q|ch and 1- ach == 1 mod q. So we
find that 03C0 ~ r ~ {± 1}03931(03A0q), where the product runs over primes q dividing N.
But

so 7r NO cIrIk and 03C8(03C0) - 1 E (9Í. We conclude u(n) E OK = (03C0 - 1)OK, so u E
Hp(r, OK(03C8)). This proves the surjectivity of (5.3).

(ii) The double coset operator ip commutes with the restriction homo-
morphism

and with the action of H. Therefore so does e = lim 03C4t!p, and we have a homo-
morphism of H-modules

We will prove it is surjective as well.
We have the isomorphism H1P(039303C8, K) ~ H1P(03931(N), K)039303C8. Therefore for v E

eH1P(03931(N), OK)039303C8, there exists u ~ H1P(039303C8, K) with res(u) = v. We wish to prove
that eu ~ eH1P(039303C8, OK).
We have the double coset decomposition
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Take any l5 = (aNc bd) ~ 039303C8. Then (u|03C4p)(03B4) = 03A3p-1i=0 u(03B1i03B403B1-1j(i)) where 03B1i03B403B1-1j(i) ~ 039303C8 for
each i. We calculate

and conclude that 03B1i03B403B1-1j(i)03B4-1 ~ 03931(N). Therefore

and we have (u|03C4p - pu) ~ H1P(039303C8, OK). This implies u|03C4Mp ~ H1P(039303C8, OK) for some
M  0, and thus eu ~ eH1P(039303C8, OK).

Since res(eu) = e(res(u)) = ev = v, we have the desired surjectivity of (5.5),
which combined with that of (5.3) gives

(iii) The double coset operator ip also commutes with (5.4) and is H-linear.
Therefore so does the adjoint of Hida’s operator, e* = lim (03C4*p)t!. We show that
the homomorphism

is surjective as well.
Now we have the double coset decomposition

For 03C3 = (aNc bd) ~ 039303C8, we have

and 03B2i03B403B2-1j(i)03B4-1 E 03931(N) for the appropriate j(i). As in step (ii) we can deduce the
surjectivity of (5.7). Combined with that of (5.3), it gives

The cup product C’ restricts to a non-degenerate pairing
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for which the dual lattice of ee",L’ is L’ n e* e", -1 V’ = e*L’(03C8-1). Note that the
surjectivity of (5.3) implies that eL’03C8 ~ L’03C8. (5.6), (5.8) and (5.2) now give

It follows that

We briefly offer another interpretation of the lemma. It in fact computes the
ordinary part of the cohomology congruence module corresponding to the
decomposition

where

COROLLARY 5.2. If f E eT", is an eigenform, then Cf,U03C8 ~ O(No)-’(911(gK’
Proof. e03C8L’/L’(03C8) is a module for TT,, and TU03C8, and

is a module for TeT03C8 and TeU03C8. Its annihilator in TeT03C8 is contained in ~(N0)T’eT03C8
so we have a surjection Tf,eU03C8 - OK/~(N0)OK Since ~(N0)e03C8 ~ OK[H] it is an
isomorphism. Now apply Proposition 2.2. D

We now return to the problem of raising the level of a p-stabilized newform.
Since eA(03C8), eB(t/J) and eL(e) are modules for TeX(03C8), TeY(03C8) and TeZ(03C8), respectively,
we define the cohomology congruence module

This is a module for TeX(03C8) and TeY(03C8). We obtain the following expression for it
using the preceding lemma and results in Chapter 3.

LEMMA 5.3. 03A9003C8 is the kernel of the endomorphism Tt - Si of (eA(03C8) + eL(03C8))/eL(03C8).
Proof. We have defined homomorphisms of H-modules (3.1) aK: V,2 -+ V and

(3.3) 03B1’K: V ~ V,2 with image aK = A and ker 03B1’K = B. Since Tp 0 aK = 03B1K o 03C4p,
e commutes with aK . Similarly e* commutes with aK, so e commutes with 03B1’K.
Therefore the restrictions of aK and 03B1’K define
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and

with image 03B10K,03C8 = eA(03C8) and ker 03B1’0K,03C8 = eB(03C8). Thèse induce

and

These are simply restrictions of a and a’ (3.5). Recall (Lemma 3.2) that a is
injective, and therefore so is 03B1003C8. Its image is (eA(4’) + eL(4»IeL(I’). We wish to prove
that oté’ has kernel (eB(03C8) + eL(03C8))/eL(03C8). We have the commutative diagram

The surjectivity of aé. is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 (this is equivalent to
ker 03B1’ = (B + L)/L), and the surjectivity of ~(N0)ee03C8 on the right is Lemma 5.1.
Therefore a’;K,t/I is surjective, and this is equivalent to ker a’o = (eB(03C8) + eL(03C8)/eL(03C8).
So 03A9003C8 ~ ker(03B1’003C8 o 03B1003C8). We now apply Proposition 3.3 to conclude that this is in
fact the kernel of T2l - Sl on (eV(03C8)/eL(03C8))2 ~ (eA(03C8) + eL(03C8)/eL(03C8). D

Now suppose that f = Sa.q"C- S2(ro(N), X; K) is a p-stabilized newform of
level N. Let 03C8 be the restriction of x to r. Let .K° denote the set of p-stabilized
newforms in Y(03C8). By a congruence between p-stabilized newforms, we mean of
course a congruence of nth coefficients for n prime to their levels. We can now
apply the methods of Chapter 4 to obtain the following sharper result for
ordinary forms.

THEOREM 5.

(A) If a E K is a root of x2 - alx + lx(l), then
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(B) If 03B6 ~ K is a root of x2 - x(l), then

(C) For a sufficiently large K, if (a2l - x(l)(l + 1)2)(9K = pd, then there exist di ~ Z
and distinct gi E Xo such that gi ~ f mod pdi and 03A3 di  d.

EXAMPLE 5.4. We reconsider the form f of level 11 in Example 4.5. We have a.
prime to 5, so we replace f by the associated p-stabilized newform of level 55.
Now we have r = ro(55), so there is a newform g = 03A3bnqn of level 110 and trivial
character such that an == bn mod p for n prime to 110, where p is a prime over 5.

6. Congruences to a A-adic newform

We will now review some elements of Hida’s theory of A-adic forms ([H4], [H5]
and [H6]). Our exposition follows [W]. We continue to assume p ~ 2.

Let

and

Then Z*p = r1 x Jl. Fix u = 1 + p, a topological generator of rl . We define the
completed group ring

It is isomorphic to the ring of formal power series OK[[T]] where the
isomorphism is defined by u -+ 1 + T. We identify these two rings.
For m prime to p, we let G = (Z/mZ)* x 03BC. For an even K-valued character

03C8 of G we define 03C8: G x ri - A by (a, v) ~03C8(a)v. Note that natural isomorphisms

If a E Z is prime to mp, then we can write a = u03B103B4 for some a E Zp and ô ~ 03BC. Then
§(a) = 03C8(a)(1 + T)03B1. We extend this to all of Z by letting 03C8(a) = 0 if a is not
prime to mp.
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For r  1, let 6r = {(k, 03B6) ~ Z x Qp|k  2 and 03B6pr-1 = 1}, and let 6 = Ur6r.
For (k,’)E6, we define a homomorphism of (9K-algebras 03BDk,03B6: 039B ~ Qp by
T ~ 03BEuk-2 - 1, and call the kernel Pk,03B6. We extend 03BDk,03B6 to a homomorphism
A[[q]] - (D,[[q]].
For’ as above, we define p,: rl/rr -+ Op by u ~ 03B6. We define OJ to be the

inclusion 03BC ~ Op. Via the isomorphism

we regard 03C103B6, co and 03C8 as characters of 03930(mpr). We are ready to define the
A-module of ordinary A-adic cusp forms of level m = mp- and character 03C8.

For a finite extension L of the field of fractions F039B of A, let OL denote the
integral closure of A in L. OL is a complete local two-dimensional Krull ring
[B, Ch. 7], and its localization at any height one prime is a discrete valuation
ring. Then we define

and

We know that F E ~0OL(m, 03C8) if and only if 03BD(F) E eSk(rO(mpr), 03C803C103B603C92-k; Op) for
all but finitely many v: OL Op which extend a 03BDk,03B6. So the definition above is

independent of the choice of OK and coincides with (6.1) for OL = A. It is known
that ~0OL(m, tk) is a finitely generated A-module [W, Th. 1.2.2].
For a positive integer n, we define the nth Hecke operator 7£ as follows. If

fX = 03A3amqm ~ L[[q]], then Tn3z7 = 03A3bmqm with bm = 03A3d|(m,n)03C8(d)damnd-2. Since
03BD(03C8(d)) = dk - 2(03C803C103B603C92-k)(d), we find that 03BD(F)| Tn = 03BD(TnF) for any F E ~0OL(m, 03C8)
and any v such that v(F) E eSk(rO(mpr), 03C803C103B603C92 - k; Op). So we see that T" is an
endomorphism of L,f/A(m,tl) if A;2 A.

If F is an eigenform of the Hecke operators, then its eigenvalues are in (9L’ We
say F is normalized if c1(F) = 1, and in that case Tn(F) = cn(F)F. We say F is
a A-adic newform of level m if 03BD(F) is a p-stabilized newform of level divisible by
m for all but finitely many v as above. Then we know [W, Prop. 1.5.2] that for
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sufficiently large L, ~0L(m, 03C8) is spanned by the set

{F(az)|F ~ ~0OL(m, 03C8) is a newform of level l with da|m}.

We also make use of the following theorem ([W, Th. 1.4.6]).

LIFTING THEOREM. If f is a p-stabilized newform in eSk(ro(mpr), 03C803C103B603C92-k; Qp),
then there exists an eigenform g- e ~0OL(m, 03C8) for some finite extension L of FA such
that 03BD(F) = f for some v extending 03BDk,03B6.

We now present a theory of duality and congruence modules analogous to that
for classical modular forms. For an Lsubspace i7 of !7t(m, 03C8) which is stable
under the Hecke operators and a subring A of L with 039B ~ A, let ~(A) = ~ n
~0A(m, 03C8). Let T~(A) be the A-algebra of endomorphisms of ~(A) generated by
the Tn. We write simply T~ for Ty«(9L). The bilinear pairing

defined by (T,f)~c1(f|T) induces a homomorphism

For any prime ideal P of OL, write OP for the localization of OL at P. We have the
following analogue of Proposition 2.1.

PROPOSITION 6.1. ~~(OP) is an isomorphism.
Proof. ~~(OP) is injective with torsion-free cokernel. The transpose

is also injective. Note that T~(OP) ~ (T,)p is a finitely generated OP-module. If
P has height 0 or 1, T~(OP) is free, and the injectivity of ljJ’ implies the surjectivity
of 0. If P is maximal (OP = OL), we still find that the localization of the cokernel at
a height one prime is trivial and therefore 0 is surjective. D

Note that the proposition allows us to identify ~(OP) with ~((OL)P.
If we have a decomposition L = X ~ y where X, OY and Y are such spaces,

we define the congruence module

It is a finitely generated OL-torsion module, as is
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Tx,y is isomorphic to TL/(Ix + Iy) where Ix and Icw are the annihilators of PI
and 0Jj in TL. We still have a local version of Proposition 2.2.

PROPOSITION 6.22. If P is a height one prime of OL, then

In certain cases we shall consider, C,,, is of the form al(9L, where a ~ L is
a finitely generated OL-module. We can then use this proposition to compute the
divisor of a since lengthP(Cx,y) = lengthP(Tx,y).
For 1 prime to No p, and 03C8 of conductor dividing Nop, we can define

a decomposition of f/t(N 01, 03C8) into spaces of forms which are old and new at
1 [W, (1.6.1)]. We review this definition. We have the two inclusions

defined by F ~ F and .9’ ~ F(lz). Let g(L) be the sum of the images. For a field
M containing the eigenvalues of all A-adic newforms of level dividing No l, we let
y(M) be the space spanned by the set

{F(az)|F ~ ~0L(N0l,03C8) is a newform of level à with 11 d and ad 1 No 11.

For any finite extension L of F039B, we let y(L) = y(LM) n ~0L(N0l, 03C8). Then we
have 9’l(N 01, 03C8) = x(L) ~ 03«L). The decomposition is stable under the action
of the Hecke operators. We can also characterize y(L) as the kernel of (T2l - 03C8(l))
in 9’l(N 01, For fixed L, we write g( for x(L), y for y(L) and L for ~0L(N0l, 03C8).

It is implicit in the work of Hida that in the definition (6.1) "all but finitely
many" can be replaced by "all", and that in the lifting theorem "eigenform" can be
replaced by "unique newform". We present this as a consequence of [H5, Th. 1.2]
(or [H6, Th.3.4] for p = 3).

PROPOSITION 6.3. If F ~ ~0OL(m, 03C8), then 03BD(F) ~ eSk(03930(mpr), t/JPçW2 -k; aJp)
for any v extending any 03BDk,03B6.

Proof. Let L be a finite Galois extension of F039B containing the eigenvalues of all
A-adic eigenforms of level dividing m. It sufhces to prove the proposition for this
field, because it then follows for FA and consequently for any finite extension of

F039B.
Write P for the kernel of v, O for (9L and M for the field of fractions of 03BD((O). Let

Suppose f is a p-stabilized newform in eSk(dpr, 03C803C103B603C92-k; Qp) (with d prime to
p and the conductor of 03C8 dividing dp). As a consequence of the lifting theorem,
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there iS 3’ E ~0O(d, 03C8) with 03BD(F) = f. Since eSk(r o(N op’), 03C803C103B603C92-k; Qp) is spanned
by the set of f(az) for such f with daim, we find that v induces an isomorphism

For some v, we have A(03BD) = ~0O(m, 03C8), and as a consequence of Hida’s theorem,
dimM eSk(r o(mpr), 03C803C103B603C92-k; M) is independent of v. Therefore for any v,

We conclude that A(03BD)P = ~0O(m, 03C8)P. It follows that A(03BD) = ~0O(m, 03C8). D

COROLLARY 6.4. v induces isomorphisms

and

where old and new signify old and new at 1.

We now proceed to construct an analogue of the classical cohomology
congruence module. For now assume that (9L = (!)K[[T]] for a finite extension
K of Qp. We recall that 03C8 can be regarded as a character of a certain subgroup of
03930(N0pr)/03931(N0pr) ~ 03930(N0lPr)/(03931(N0pr)~03930(l)). We define

and

We regard L’ as a lattice in Vr and Lr as a lattice in Vr. We already defined (5.9)
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homomorphisms (which we rename, as they depend on r)

and

Let Ar denote the image of ar; let B, be the kernel of ar. Recall that ar and oc’ restrict
to define maps on the lattices as well. For s  r  1, the restric-

tion homomorphisms V’r ~ V’s, L’ -+ L’s, Vr ~ Vs are Lr ~ Ls and compatible with
the inclusions and homomorphisms considered above. We let V) be the direct
limit lim V’r, and similarly define L’~, Voo, L~, A~ and B~. We then have
inclusions L’~ ~ V’~ and Loo, Aoo, B~ ~ V 00.
Now we show that V~ is naturally a 1r 1l’-module. Let Tr denote the (9,-algebra

generated by the Hecke operators on eS2(03931(N0pr) ~ ro(l), OK)(03C8). Then we have
a natural map

which induces a map from the polynomial ring

By Corollary 6.4, this map factors through the TL. We also have the

commutativity of

This makes V, a 1r .2"-module for r  1, and the action is compatible with the
inclusions V, -+ Vs for s  r  1. So V~ is a TL-module as are L~, A~ and B~. By
Corollary 6.4 we also find that A~ is a module for 1r fiE and that B~ is a module for
Ty. We then define

and have (Ix + Iy) ~ AnnTL(03A9~) and exIy ~ AnnTx(03A9~).
Let il. denote the endomorphism T2l - 03C8(l) of (A 00 + L )/L zé (V’~/L’~)2.
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The following is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.3.

PROPOSITION 6.5. Qoo = ker 1700.
Proof. Since direct limits preserve exact sequences, we have

By Lemma 5.3, this is exactly lim(ker(T2l - S,),), where (T2l - Sl)r denotes the
endomorphism of (Ar + Lr)/Lr. Since f(1) = SL on Yr, we conclude that

Computing the annihilator of fl. requires a little more work than in the
classical setting. We are missing two key ingredients.

Both of these are consequences of the following lemma due to Hida [H5, Th.3.1].

LEMMA 6.6. For s  r  2, the restriction map

is an isomorphism.
Proof. We find that Hida’s proof works equally well for Qp/Zp replaced by

K/OK. The assumption r  2 ensures that it works for p = 3 as well. D

LEMMA 6.7. (V’~/L’~)2 is a faithful Tx-module.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, V’r/L’r ~ Ys/Ls is injective for s  r  2, so for r  2,

V’r/L’r ~ V’~/L’~ is injective. Now suppose T ~ AnnTL(V’~/L’~)2. Then for r  2,
T(V’r)2 ~ (L’r)2; so in fact

Therefore T annihilates the new (at l) part of eS2(03931(N0pr) n 03930(l); K)(03C8). If

IF E x(OL), then

LEMMA 6.8. EndOL(V’~/L’~)2 is a finitely generated (9L-module.
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Proof. We give V’~/L’~ the discrete topology, and let rc be its Pontrjagin dual.

So ~ = Hom(V’~/L’~, Qp/Zp) is naturally an OL-module. Similarly, let D =

Hom(D, Qp/7Lp), where

Then we have an injection of OL-modules

and a surjection of OL-modules D ~ ~. Therefore it sufhces to prove that -9 is
a finitely generated OL-module. In fact, by Nakayama’s Lemma, we need only
show D/MD is finite, where M is the maximal ideal of (9L. But D/MD is the
Pontrjagin dual of

by Lemma 6.6. This is a finite group. D

Now suppose that T ~ AnnTx(03A9~). By Lemma 6.7 we can identify Tx with
a subring of EndOL(V’~/L’~)2. Then T = 03B5~~ for some e E EndOL(V’~/L’~)2. Recall
that T2l - 03C8(l) is an automorphism of Ar for all r a 1, so it is an automorphism of
Aoo. Therefore 11 00 is not a zero-divisor in Tx, and 17 00 cv is a non-zero element of OL
for some co E Tx. So we have e E Tx(L). Letting T’x denote the integral closure of
Tx in Tx(L), we conclude from Lemma 6.8 that T ~ ~~T’x. Since 17 00 ~ ex(Iy) ~
AnnTx03A9~,

Now let M be any finite extension of L, and Q any height one prime of OM. For

is an exact sequence of free OP-modules. Therefore Iqy(M),Q = Iy(L),P ~OP OQ. We
conclude that

holds without the restriction that L be of the form OK[[T]].
Let IF = 03A3anqn be a A-adic newform in YL(N 0’ t). Suppose also that
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L contains the roots a and 03B2 of x2 - a,x + l03C8(l). Then F03B1 = F - 03B2F(lz) ~x is an
eigenform of the Hecke operators. The congruence module CF03B1,y is isomorphic to
a/OL where a is an OL-lattice in L. For a height one prime P of OL, a p = P-dPOP
where div(a) = X - dpP. We identify TF03B1 with (9L. Then eF03B1(IY)P = (03B12 - 03C8(l))OP
for any height one prime ideal P. (In fact this follows for P maximal as well.)
Proposition 6.2 and (6.2) yield a formula for the divisor.

THEOREM 6A. div(a) = -div(03B12 - 03C8(l))OL.
Suppose that OL contains a root 03BE of x2 - 03C8(l). As with classical cusp forms, we

decompose y = y+ ~ y- with y± = ker(TI ~ ç) in e. Let Y. = L{F,F(lz)}.
The congruence module CxF,y+ is also of the form bl(9L for some b - L. Note that
ç E mK[[T]] for suitable OK, allowing us to decompose 0. and compute the
divisor of b by the method we used to prove Theorem 4b.

THEOREM 6B. div(b) = - div(al - 03BE(l + 1))OL.

Let /i be set of newforms in OY. By a congruence between A -adic newforms,
we mean a congruence of nth coefficients for n prime to their levels. Our method of
Fitting ideals yields the following analogue of Theorems 4c and 5c for sufficiently
large L.

THEOREM 6C. There exist ideals I in OL and distinct Wi E N0~ such that

We have the following generalization of Ribet’s theorem for ordinary forms of
any character and weight at least 2. This can be proven directly from Theorem 5c
using properties of A-adic forms, but we present it as a corollary to Theorem 6c.
Let m be the maximal ideal of the ring of integers of Op.

COROLLARY 6.9. If f = Ea"q" is a p-stabilized newform in Sk(ro(No pr), x; Op)
with a2l - ~(l)lk - 2(l + 1)2 ~m, then there exists a p-stabilized newform g ~

Sk(ro(No prl), x; Op) of level divisible by 1 such that f = g mod m.
Proof. We have x = 03C803C103B603C92 - k for some even character 03C8 on G, and some

03B6 ~ 03BCp~. By the lifting theorem and Proposition 6.3, there is a newform

g- e ~0L(N0, 03C8) such that 03BD(F) = f for some v extending 03BDk,03B6 (and sufficiently large
L). If F = 03A3Anqn, then dr - 03C8(l)(l + 1)2 e M, where M is the maximal ideal of
(!)L. By Krull’s Principal Ideal Theorem, A2l - 03C8(l)(l + 1)2 e P, for some height
one prime ideal P of OL. By Theorem 6c, there is a A-adic newform g E O.!J with
g ~ F mod POP. Since P(!)p ~ OL = P c M, we have 03BD(g) ~ f mod m. 03BD(g) is
a p-stabilized newform of conductor divisible by 1. D
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We now determine the extent to which our methods and results apply to p = 2.
Except as noted, we use the notation and proofs of the three preceding chapters.
The first problem we encounter is that we cannot necessarily define a Hecke

operator Rl with the desired properties unless 1 represents a square in

03930(N)/(± 1)r. We therefore work with r = ro(N). This discussion pertains to
odd primes as well. Since 1 2~(N)e03C8 E OK[H], we find that 1 2~(N)03B103C8(039403C8) ~ 03A903C8. Our
expression for the congruence module as in Theorem 4a now contains an error
term which is independent of 1 (and p). We have

We also find that 2~(N) ker 17:!: in (V’(03C8)/L’03C8)2 is a module for TX(03C8)± and TY(03C8)±.
This gives (cf. Theorem 4b)

and (cf. Theorem 4c) there are distinct newforms gi E X such that

We now turn specifically to the case of p = 2. For ordinary forms we would like
an error term independent of N since we will vary the power of 2 dividing the level.
We write N = No2r with odd No. We assume that r  2. (We only need r  1 if
No is divisible by a prime congruent to 3 mod 4.) We now let

(For r = 1 or 2 this is ro(N).) We first note that Theorem 5a still holds. If 1 ~ ±1
mod 8 (or if r = 1 or 2), then 1 represents a square in ro(N)/r, and we can define
Rl. We find in this case that if f is a p-stabilized newform, then (cf. Theorem 5b)

For any 1 prime to N, we then have (cf. Theorem 5c) distinct p-stabilized newforms
gi E -4’° such that
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This follows from (7.1) if 1 --- ±1 mod 8. Otherwise we observe that 8(a2 - x(l)) or
8(P2 - ~(l)) is in (af - ~(l)(l + 1)2)tDK and it is a consequence of Theorem 5a. Also
note that we can make

To define A-adic forms when p = 2, we let

and 1À = {± 1}. We can take u = 5 as a topological generator of 03931. Then our
definition (6.1) becomes

Theorem 6a holds. If 1 ~ ±1 mod 8, then (cf. Theorem 6b)

We now have (cf. Theorem 6c) distinct A-adic newforms gi E N0~ such that

We can also ensure by Theorem 6a that

which gives Corollary 6.9.
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